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Death reporting is inconsistent across India’s states. And sample registration survey data comes with 2-year lag

T Sundararaman, former executive director of the National Health

Systems Resource Centre, unpacks World Health Organisation’s

estimate of the excess mortality caused by the pandemic in a

conversation with TOI:

What is the scope of WHO’s estimate?

It’s about excess mortality, which means the difference between

what would have been expected to be the mortality given the

previous trend if there had been no pandemic as compared to the

actual deaths that occurred after the pandemic. It includes Covid

deaths, deaths due to the disruption of other essential health

services and worsening of social determinants like poverty. You

can’t measure all these separately. What you do measure is the net
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effect of a pandemic, that is, excess mortality.

What it does not say is the break-up between the three. At no point

does WHO comment on the number of deaths attributable to

Covid. There are reasons why excess mortality is preferred. One

reason is that direct and indirect effects, as long as they lead to

mortality, are equally important. Mortality due to indirect causes is

completely missed unless we look at excess mortality.

India’s Sample Registration System (SRS) is the main source of

mortality data. How is it connected to the Civil Registration

System (CRS) of states?

CRS across India is uniform and is organised by the Registrar

General of India. States implement it and don’t have any flexibility.

Knowing that death registration is weak and cause of death

certification is as low as 21%, to get a better sense of mortality the

RGI also does the SRS. They take a sample of villages across the

country, send people to verify death registration, search for missing

deaths and also explore causation. Problems of quality are

overcome by taking a large enough sample and making a detailed

estimate of death registration. SRS usually comes out after a two-

year lag. By convention, it’s considered the gold standard. For 2020

and 2021, SRS data is not available. Now, what we have is only the

death registration.

T Sundararaman
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The extent of death registration in India is inconsistent across

databases. Why?

Look at the 2019 reports of SRS and CRS. You would find in only 13

states and four UTs has there been 100% reporting. The large and

populous states are not in this list. Now, to expect in a year when

there was so much disruption that death reporting went up to 100%

is not tenable. Look at the 2020 figures (of CRS) of UP and Bihar, we

are getting an abnormally low death report. Instead, if we simply

apply the 2019 mortality rate to the figures of UP and Bihar, deaths

registered are almost 40-50% less.

If you were to apply the 2019 mortality rates to the 2020 population

and say there is no excess mortality, you would find we are missing

9.5 lakh deaths. Remember, most of WHO study’s excess deaths are

for 2021.

For the nation as a whole, the 13 states with 100% reporting show

excess deaths as compared to their expected deaths. If you add the

figures for India, the excess deaths of states with 100% reporting will

be offset by states that are under-reporting. At the India level, you

may claim a 90% plus death registration which is not valid. Also

remember, the Covid deaths were collected through a parallel

system, not through the civil registration and vital statistics system.

They were collected directly from the district administrators

reporting it from laboratories and from hospitals. Therefore, they

had no cross-reference with the rest of the system.

I think WHO’s methodology has been robust. If anything, it’s an

underestimate.

WHO’s study shows the bulk of the excess deaths were in 2021

for which data is not out.

What WHO did was to take death reports from many sources. Many

states have put it up in the public domain. The number has not

been released but it’s available. They looked at the states where

data is available and extrapolated for the whole country. Even an RTI

should be able to uncover the number of deaths with the RGI

because it’s reported on a regular basis. So, WHO used numbers

available with states which have better systems of reporting to
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extrapolate. It stands to reason. Even in 2020 monthly reports, in

March and April, there was a slight decline in mortality. The

lockdown was there, but Covid-19 had not happened. Even

disruption of essential services takes some time to manifest as

deaths. Government must release its own estimate of excess

mortality data and should not remain confined to its administrator-

based Covid mortality reports. It’s not as if WHO is countering

government reports, the government has not reported excess

mortality. I don’t think we should shoot the messenger.

Aren’t WHO’s numbers in sync with similar studies?

Yes. There are at least five other studies and they have all come to

similar conclusions. This is triangulation. We are not going by

primary data, it’s an estimate. The best way to validate it is to

triangulate it across different methods. That holds out the validity of

WHO’s study.
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RBI didn't act in time to
control inflation. 4 things it
can do now

Anchor inflation expectations,

avoid sudden rate hikes, give

credible data, restore MPC role
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From Hambantota in the

colonial era to the seat of

power in Colombo in 2005, how

the family took complete

control of the island nation and

then frittered it all away rather

spectacularly
Team TOI Plus 12 May 2022, 12:47

(https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/south-

asia/how-the-rajapaksas-

conquered-lanka-and-then-

lost-it-

all/articleshow/91510081.cms)

India

No longer 'hum do humare
do'. Indians want fewer than 2
kids

Better education, finances

have helped bring down the

country’s total fertility rate to a

point when it is lower than the

population replacement level.

This, however, has its

downsides…
Prabhash K Dutta TIMESOFINDIA.COM 12
May 2022, 10:57
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Inflation is generally bad. But
it has a good side too

Accelerating prices make govt

debt management easier.

Higher food prices mean

bigger farmer income
Somnath Mukherjee 11 May 2022, 20:40

(https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-

business/the-good-side-of-

inflation/articleshow/91498134.cms)
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What is a marriage? A
partnership or a slavery?

When hearing appeals on

marital rape verdict, courts

must recognise autonomy of

married women
Mihira Sood 11 May 2022, 20:31
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India

From Nehru to now, how
govts conveniently shifted
stand on sedition

The government's stand on the

British-era law that is in the

crosshairs of the Supreme

Court has shifted from

scrapping to bringing it back to

a rethink over the years. A look

at the flip-flops and what is in

store
Prabhash K Dutta TIMESOFINDIA.COM 11
May 2022, 18:38

(https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/from-

nehru-to-now-how-

governments-shifted-stand-on-

sedition/articleshow/91492924.cms)

India

Why school children are
struggling to fit into their
uniforms

Two years of home-schooling

has had an adverse effect on

children’s physical well-being.
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Vendors across the country

find that the average size for

students of different age

groups is no longer making the

cut. Doctors, too, warn of

obesity rising among minors
Alka Dhupkar Sruthy Susan Ullas
TIMESOFINDIA.COM 11 May 2022, 17:52
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South Asia

Mahinda has fallen, what's
next for Sri Lanka and
Rajapaksas?

Sri Lanka is in turmoil. Violence

and protests have roiled the

island nation. Except for

Gotabaya Rajapaksa the other

clan members have resigned. Is

it the end of the dynasty?
TIMESOFINDIA.COM 11 May 2022, 15:57
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asia/what-does-mahinda-

rajapaksas-exit-mean-for-sri-
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India

Hijab, CAA, Hindutva... how
politics is tearing friends &
families apart

Daughter vs father, sister vs

brother...political tiffs are no

longer restricted to WhatsApp

groups. They are spilling over

into real life, impacting long-

standing friendships and blood

ties
Sonam Joshi TIMESOFINDIA.COM 11 May
2022, 13:58

(https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/hijab-

caa-hindutva-how-politics-is-

tearing-friends-families-

apart/articleshow/91487122.cms)

India

Police killed his future 25 yrs
ago. He gets Rs 45 lakh for it
now

He was 21 when Delhi Police, in

a terrible case of mistaken

identity, killed his two

prospective business partners
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and left him injured. Tarun

Preet Singh is 46 now and a

father of two. Will a

compensation of Rs 45 lakh

allow him to finally move on in

life?
Sunil Baghel TIMESOFINDIA.COM 11 May
2022, 12:36

(https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/police-

killed-his-future-25-yrs-ago-he-

gets-rs-45-lakh-for-it-

now/articleshow/91486984.cms)
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Destruction of a political
dynasty in Sri Lanka

The Rajapaksas are in retreat.

Here’s how Sri Lanka’s

economic crisis prised open

their grip on the polity
Jehan Perera 10 May 2022, 20:45

(https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/south-
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Why food inflation is likely to
be high for some time

Grains, meats, edible oils will be

pricey for now. RBI, GoI course

correction will take 2 years
Ashok Gulati Ritika Juneja 10 May 2022,
20:35

(https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/the-
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plate/articleshow/91473046.cms)
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How different are the sex lives
of women and men in India?

How often do you think Indians

have sex? Do people still

believe sex outside marriage is

wrong? And when are they at

their most sexually active? The

answers change a lot with

whom you ask
Chandrima Banerjee TIMESOFINDIA.COM

10 May 2022, 17:09
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Younger women are more
likely to marry relatives

How common are first or

second cousin marriages in

India? The latest National

Family Health Survey puts a

number to it
Prabhash K Dutta TIMESOFINDIA.COM 10
May 2022, 16:02
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Why US abortion debate
matters to Indians too

In India, courts have been

perceived as progressive, but

what if they become

conservative and political like in

the US?
Sugata Srinivasaraju 10 May 2022, 15:40
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